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The Sonoma Mountains east of Santa Rosa played an important

economic role in the growth of nineteenth-century Sonoma County. The

presence of basalt stone and the basalt-like rock andesite was the basis

of a quarrying industry that served the Bay Area from the 1880s until the

1920s. These paving blocks were transported on the Santa Rosa branch of

the Southern Pacific Railroad and made it feasible for the quarries to

employ several hundred men in their heyday of 1887 to 1913 With the

advent of the automobile, the demand for paving stones plummeted as road

surfacing was overtaken by the asphalt industries. Smooth surfaced roads

became the ideal and the durable paving stone a thing of the past.

This portion of the North Coast ranges just to the east of Santa Rosa

contains vast deposits of stone geologists classify as the Sonoma

V'olcanics.
1 The Sonoma Volcanics consist of andesite, basalt, rhyolite

flows and pyroclastics in varying thicknesses depending upon the nature of

the surface these lava flows covered and how close the center of eruption

was z Most of the stone quarried in the Sonoma Mountains around Annadel

State Park referred to as "basalt blocks" is actually basaltic andesite."'

[for location of Sonoma Mountains, see Appendix, Map 6] Whether andesite

or basalt, the stone in these deposits is hard and dense, and so is durable

enough for use as paving and building stones 4 These qualities formed the

basis for an important industry in Sonoma County with the first quarry for

paving and building stones opened in 1864 near Petaluma. Sonoma County

paving stones were finding use further afield by 1874, seeing use for

street paving in San Francisco and other Bay Area cities.
D

Stone quarrying became a major industry in the Los Guilicos

Valley/Annadel area by the beginning of the 1880's. Between 1887 and

1913 at least 136 million paving blocks—valued at $5,712,000--were



produced by the various quarries in Marin, Napa, Solano and Sonoma

counties and used to pave the streets of San Francisco., Oakland, San Jose,

Stockton, Sacramento and other northern California cities.'*' "The majority

of the paving blocks employed in street work in the cities of the state

have come from the quarries of [Sonoma] county.

The Twenty-Fifth Report of the State Mineralogist stated that of the

2,332,000 paving blocks produced and used to pave northern California

Q
streets in 18y4, all but 196,000 of these came from Sonoma County.

-

These quarries provided an important source of income for local residents

both owners and laborers. At the height of the industry production years

several thousand men were employed in the quarries.
10 Some of these

businessmen became or continued to be prominent players in Sonoma

County history, while the majority of local people involved with the

quarries were working people, not subject to historical remembrance.

The growing demand for paving stones during the years 1880-1920

gave birth to the many paving stone quarries in the Annadel (Los Guilicos

Valley) area. In the area of Rincon Heights in the hills north of Gaieazzi's

Stone House, quarrying was noted in an 1885 newspaper, but the

realization of the value of this local resource was slow in coming to most

of the local population, as an article in the March 7, 1885 Sonoma

Democrat entitled "Basalt Blocks" noted:

Few have any idea of the value these

quarries are to Santa Rosa. J.L Smith

has just closed a contract for

100,000 blocks to be delivered in San

Francisco and has 12 men employed

on Messrs. Grosse's and Dalglish's

place getting them out. It is probable

Fourth Street will be paved with

these blocks shortly, as a majority



of the property-owners on one or

more blocks have signed a petition

to the City Council to have the work done.
'

'

Robert Thompson, editor of the Sonoma Democrat, writing in 1869

about local roads, described travel from Santa Rosa to Petaluma as

dangerous because of the "terrible quagmire of roads." At that time the

main routes to many places in the county were dirt trails. The dirt roads

Thompson was referring to were upgrades of these trails, dusty in summer

and muddy in winter. A strong advocate of the paving of the roads,

Thompson also noted that impassable roads to Santa Rosa was hampering

development, asserting that "business is thwarted and the

mails are slow." Even after the railroads arrived in Sonoma County the

need for public buildings, permanent bridges and all-weather streets

continued for city streets and feeder roads between the countryside and

1
°

the railroad depots.
'"-

The expected profit to be gained from hauling the millions of

paving stones being produced in this area helped motivate the Southern

Pacific Company's officers to announce on March 26, 1887, the

incorporation of the Santa Rosa and Carquinez Railroad for the purpose of

linking the North California coast area into the Southern Pacific system.

When the line was opened June 16, 1888, Santa Rosa at last had a direct

link to eastern markets. SP's decision to build this Santa Rosa branch was

based on more than just the expected business from the quarries. Other

motivations existed as well. The mild climate and rich fertility of the soil

in the Los Guilicos Valley was making fruit farming a lucrative industry,

and the railroad soon carried many of these fruit products to San Francisco

for sale.

'

4 Another stimulus was competition from Mervyn Donahue's San

Francisco and North Pacific Railroad (later Northwestern Pacific) which

had a branch line from Iqnacio Station in Marin to 61 en Ellen in Sonoma
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Valley, with passenger and freight points at scheliville, Sobre Vista and

Glen Ellen.'
5 Another stimulus for SP was the increasing popularity of

the Sonoma Valley and Los Guilicos Valleys as a resort area among urban

residents of San Francisco and Oakland in the 1880s.^ Thus., the paving

block industry east of Santa Rosa was a component of Santa Rosa's early

industrial development during the 1880s along with fruit-drying, canning,

lumbering, wine-making, and vacationing. '

'

The location of Sonoma County's paving stone quarries was

determined as much by the cost of removal and transportation as by the

quality of the material. The local stone quarry industry's growth was thus

facilitated by the 1888 advent of Southern Pacific Railroad's Santa Rosa

branch and directly related to its existence and location. This wasn't

the first time the coming of a railroad to town had generated growth.

During the five years after the first railroad arrived in Santa Rosa in

1871, for example, the population of the young town expanded from 1000

to 6000. ] 9

Ann Bloomfield, writing about Santa Rosa's cultural heritage, asserted

that the'quarries remained in Anglo-American ownership (McDonald,

Wymore, Grey, Flynn, Tracy), but the quarry workers, blockmakers, and

stone masons were predominantly Italian."
20 An analysis of mines and

mineral resources reports from the California Division of Mines and

Geology shows Bloomfield's statement to be an oversimplication. Several

Italians— Pinelli, Violette, Bacigalupi, Frugoli, Maroni, Melani, Pedroncelli,

Barbara—are listed as owners of quarrries 2
^ Her statement pertaining to

Italians dominating the labor force in the quarries is not completely

accurate. Parmelee writes of that the Johnson Paving Rock Quarry in the

1880's at Melitta "was paying a $5,000.00 monthly cash payroll to quarry

workers menu of whom were Chinese."*
1^



Given the large number of quarries in existence in the area between

1880-1920 and the vagaries of changes in title during that many years,

there is no quick and clear answer to the question of who owned the

quarries. The McDonald Quarry, owned by James McDonald and his brother,

Santa Rosa capitalist and entrepreneur Mark L. McDonald, and located at

the end of Sonoma Avenue in what is now Howarth Park and Spring Lake

Park, was among the oldest in the county, having been opened up by

McDonald in 1880. At various times portions of the quarry were leased

out to other operators, such as the City Street improvement Company,

which operated these quarries from 1891 to 1913; in any case, "all told,

many millions of paving blocks have come from this property."^ Building

stone was also produced from this quarry, and such stone was used in

these familiar Santa Rosa structures: St Rose Catholic Church (1900), the

Western Hotel (1903), the La Rose Hotel (1907), the Carnegie Library

(1904), the Northwestern Pacific Railroad Depot (1904), Galeazzi's Stone

House (1912), and the Railway Express Office (c.1915).

Mark L. McDonald was a fruit broker, was involved with brother James

in the paving stone industry; owned a large dairy ranch, had controlling

interest in the Santa Rosa Water Works (located on the same property as

his paving stone quarries), built his own street car line from "McDonald's

addition" (now McDonald Avenue, on the northeast edge of the town) to the

Northwestern Pacific Depot 25
In short, "he was, quite simply, a San

Francisco investor looking for an entry into the commerce of a growing

town."26 His ownership of a stone quarry was, then, one a number of

investments McDonald was involved in.

Another large quarry owner in the Annadel/Los Guilicos Valley area



was Samuel Hutchinson (1827-1894), whose ranch included some 3850

acres, of which about 1000 acres had stone suitable for quarrying.
i/

Hutchinson was an Irish immigrant who had come to Sonoma County in

1871 with his family and purchased land some eight miles from Santa

Rosa in Los Guilicos Valley. He ran an integrated farming operation of

hops, livestock and other farming products, in addition to the quarries.

After his death in 1894, his eldest son Thomas Hutchinson (born 1861)

assumed successful supervision of the ranch operations until 1898, when

he leased the land to tenants; and later, in 1933, sold the ranch to Joseph

on
uoney. There were several quarries on the Hutchinson Ranch: the Borg,

Oleson, Annadel, Flinn and Treacy.^ The Laurent Brothers of Kenwood

operated the Annadel Quarries, "one of the best in the state", according to

Gregory*5 ^ and shipped stones via the Annadel siding on the Santa Rosa and

Carquinez Railroad (Southern Pacific's Santa Rosa branch), while Flinn &

Treacy of San Francisco operated the Borg or Oleson Quarries, and shipped

from the Oleson siding, [see Appendix, Map 7] Bradley, reporting for the

State Bureau of Mines, noted that Flinn and Treacy had produced an average

of over 250,000 blocks per year between 1901 and 1913; while the Laurent

Brothers, during 1912, had shipped 200,000 blocks per month for several

months, but were idle when Bradley visited the quarry in 1913.^

A third large quarry in this vicinity was known as Melitta Stone

Quarries, owned by C.C. Wymore, but leased by W.W. and 6.H. Wymore, Anglo

Building, San Francisco. Actually a group of quarries, operations were

first begun at this location about 1888 by the Laurent Brothers, and

continued by them until about 1904 at which time the Wymores assumed

the lease from Charles Wymore,owner. From 1904 until April 1913, an

average of 100,000 blocks per month was produced.^ The Melitta Station



was the principal shipping point for the quarry trade in this area, in 1895,

according to the Sonoma Democrat, more than 1,500 carloads of blocks cut

from the quarries in the hills nearby were shipped from that single

station
54

Several of the quarries in Bradley's 1915 list were owned by men with

Italian surnames and tended to be much smaller operations. The Barbera

Quarry was owned by Antonio Barbera and was described as "a small quarry

on the Rincon Valley Road near its junction with the Santa Rosa-Sonoma

Road, 21/2 [sic] miles east of Santa Rosa. It is on land adjoining the

vineyard of the same owner, who makes a few paving blocks a day, working

at odd hours."
55

Several other small quarries are listed here: Frugoli

Quarry, owned by G. Frugoli and on the Rincon Valley Road six miles

northeast of Santa Rosa; A. Rigoni, a small paving block quarry adjoining

Frugoli's; and Lorenz Pietzoli, who had "a small paving block quarry near-

Gray's on the Rincon Valley Road northeast of Santa Rosa, which he works

single-handed[sic]."
3D

The one Italian quarry owner about whom some background was

found, Natale Bacigalupi, had several quarry pits on his ranch in Rincon

Valley which produced paving blocks for several years, though none were

shipped in 191 3.
:>i Bacigalupi seems to have also been a successful

entrepreneur. Arriving in Santa Rosa from Genoa in 1882, by 1885 he was

well-established in business and at his grocery store on Third Street on

the westside of town sold groceries, fresh-baked bread, locally-made

wine, loaned money to young men who wanted to buy land and, by 1900 had

become a stonebroker, "marketing cobblestones and building blocks for the

quarrymen -38



Stone quarrying methods have changed little in centuries. Igneous

rocks (such as the andesites and basalts of this area) had to be "blasted

out in irregular blocks and then split with wedges and feathers."" The

tools used in this industry (mattocks, crowbars, mallets and chisels,

sledge hammers of various sizes) have changed little in hundreds of years.

[The illustration on page 8a shows examples of quarry tools recovered

from Roman sites in England.]

In researching his history of Annadel, John Futini interviewed Earl

Wymore, great grandson of Charles Crawford Wymore, owner of the Melilta

Stone Quarries from 1903-1918. Based on his interview with Earl

Wymore, Futini presented a vivid description of paving stone quarrying

methods.

An individual quarry site was selected by examining

the terrain for rock outcroppings of basalt. Once such

exposures were found, a hole was drilled by driving

a chisel into the rock using a heavy hammer. Black

Powder in the form of a stick was inserted into the

hole, an attached fuse was lit, and the resulting

explosion blew the rock apart into many smaller

fragments. The quarry workers then split up into

pairs. One worker held the rock fragment in place on

the ground while the other tapped it with the tapered

head of a twenty pound iron hammer. He made score

marks in two parallel rows, four inches apart, on

one side of the fragment only. Chisels were then

pounded into the rock about one inch deep, with the

blunt end of the iron hammer along each scoring in

three or four places. Next, the blunt end of the hammer

was used to hit the surface of the fragment along the

score marks between the chisels which had been driven

into the rock. This caused the rough edges of the fragment

to fall apart revealing a fairly smooth flat surface four

inches wide and eiqht inches long. The ends of the cobble-



stone were fashioned using the same procedure of scoring,

chiseling, and hammering. The average thickness of each

paving block was about four inches.

Two experienced quarry workers were capable of cutting

500 cobblestones in a single eight-hour day., although the

workers were allowed to perform their jobs at their own

rate of speed under the union contract. They were paid for

the number of paving blocks they cut from the larger rock

fragments. This was commonly known as "piece work/* and

it was in effect at all of the numberous quarries in the Los

Guilicos Valley
40

Once the blocks had been finished., they were transported by wagons

to Santa Rosa for local use or to the Northwestern Pacific Railroad Depot

in Santa Rosa for shipment. After the Santa Rosa and Carquinez Railroad

line came through the valley in 1888, blocks produced in the quarries of

the Annadel area (Hutchinson, McDonald and V/ymore Quarries were the

largest) were transported to one of three railroad stations: Melitta(sic),

Annadel, and Lawndale. Montgomery Drive follows the route of the former

railroad bed through Santa Rosa. [See Appendix, Map 7] Wagons were used

to convey the paving blocks to the railroad stations except at Wymore's,

where in 1914a tramway was constructed to transport the finished paving

blocks in side-tipping cars to the Melitta Station
41

Basaltic andesite in the ground only has a potential value, the labor

cost of extraction and preparation must be considered in actualizing the

resource.
42 Reporting on his October 1913 visit to the stone quarries of

this area, Walter Bradley of the State Bureau of Mines characterized the

operations in this way:

It is stated that one man will make an average of 100 to

150 blocks per day.. .in addition to the $35 per 1000 for
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making[contract price operator paid the workers], those

operators who are leasing pay $3 to $3.50 per 1000

royalty to the owners. It costs from $2 to $5 per 1000,

depending on the distance, to haul them to the railroad.

In case they can not be loaded directly onto the cars

but have to be temporarily piled beside the track, it

costs an additional $1.50 per 1000 to put them on the cars.

The blocks sell at $45 to $50 per 1000, f. o. b. the rail

shipping point/,+ 4j>

According to the Sonoma Democrat in September of 1887,

stonecutters were the "best paid artizans in the city", earning wages of

$3.50 to $4 per day
44

The railroad was a boon to the stone industry east of Santa Rosa, and

facilitated its establishment as a major Santa Rosa industry, along with

the wineries and fruit farms of the valley. Responding to the increasing

demand for its products in Santa Rosa, San Francisco, and other growing

northern California cities, and benefiting from the nearness of the

railroad, the paving stone industry also thrived, with the Melitta Station

near Santa Rosa Creek becoming the principal shipping point for the trade,

since many of the paving blocks came from the Wymore and Hutchinson

Quarries in the Annadel hills. For example, in 1895, according to the

Democrat , more than 1,500 carloads of blocks cut from the nearby

quarries were shipped from Melitta Station. In 1903, James McDonald

(brother of the ubiquitous Mark) shipped 500,000 blocks to San Francisco

from his Sonoma Avenue Quarry.

As the right-of-way agent for Southern Pacific, Mark McDonald

acted on a route that came down the south side of

Santa Rosa Creek, crossing the creek near Fourth



Street. This route served the basalt industry well,

bordering the eastern edge of the blockmaking area

and establishing stations at Armadel and Melitta,

connecting to tracks leading from the hillside

quarries. Among others it passed was the

McDonald Quarry. The Fulkerson Ranch, east of

Mcdonald's waterworks, became the labor camp

for the railroad workers, many of them Chinese.

And in Aparil of 1888, just weeks before its-

first train pulled into town, SP bought land for

its Santa Rosa &. Carquinez depot— from Mark

McDonald 46

At the height of production several hundred men were employed

in the stone quarries east of Santa Rosa 47 The labor force needed by the

stone industry was provided primarily by immigrants in early years of the

industry by the Chinese and after 1885, was dominated by immigrants

from northern Italy. Many Italian immigrants were from the Tuscany

region and brought their tools and skills with them and found work in the

quarries east of Santa Rosa and at construction sites in town. A

consortium of four enterprising and skillful stone workers: Peter Maroni,

Natale Forni, Massimo Galeazzi, and Angelo Sodini were contracting much

of the labor and stone in the industry, especially in the early 1900s.

Andesitic basalt was in demand not only for paving and quarrying at this

time but also as a fireproof building material, fire being the bane of 19th

century towns. - The most concentrated grouping of these early stone

buildings in Santa Rosa was constructed of cut basalt stones by these four

craftsmen between 1903 and 1915 and include the Northwestern Pacific

Railroad Depot (1904), the Western Hotel (1903), the La Rose Hotel (1907)

and the REA Express Building (circa 1915). These stone contractors



working alternately together and on their own, built the Carnegie Library

(1904) of basalt blocks donated by James McDonald from his quarry, St.

Rose Catholic Church (1900), St Louis Hotel, Kenwood Depot, and Jack

London's Wolf House J
'

Another well-preserved stone structure in the area is that known as

the Stone House on Highway 12. After 1910, this stone edifice on the

Brush Creek Hill on what was then the Sonoma Road, was the headquarters

for the stoneworkers, as well as a grocery store and tavern (the Rincon

Hotel) the largest blockmakers boarding house in the valley, where

Galeazzi and his wife fed and housed as many as twenty-five

CI
blockmakers.^

Futini provides an apt description of these quarrymen and how they

spent their wages and their time outside the "pits":

Most of the men who worked in the stone quarries

of the Los Guilicos and Sonoma Valleys during the

1860s apparently migrated from the Italian-

speaking villages of the canton of Ticino just

inside the southern border of Switzerland. There

were also some Scandinavians who worked in the

quarries as stone cutters in the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries. Most of the men,

in their twenties and thirties, were single and

lived in nearby boarding houses or crude wooden

shanties within walking distance of the quarries.

Most owned their own hammers, chisels, and picks,

imported from Europe.

Recreation for the men was very limited. There

was a "Five Mile House" (five miles east of Santa

Rosa) near the Wymore Quarry where the men could

drink, play cards, and relax. Other saloons dotted

the quarrying areas, but there were no nearby dance

hells or athletic fields. When the quarry business

slowed down, the men worked at the fruit farms and

ranches in the area.
J"



Sonoma County's thriving paving stone industry did not decline because its

source was quarried out; on the contrary, many useful deposits of this

stone remain in the surrounding mountains. However, the continued

presence of this useful material in comparatively large deposits was not

able to assure its continued profitable exploitation ^4 Prices for paving

stones fluctuated and demand went down as paving technology changed

rapidly with the introduction of asphalt. Paving stone quarrying ceased to

thrive after 1913 as various forces began to cause northern California

quarries to cut production or close down. Two of these were the demand by

the Block Makers' Union for a raise in contract prices from $25 to $30 and

then $35 per thousand blocks; and the need for smoother roads to

accomodate an increasing number of motor driven vehicles being used in

the greater San Francisco Bay Area.^ At the time Walter Bradley, of the

State Bureau of Mines visited the area collecting data for his 1915 report

(October 1913), he observed some. 1.600,000 blocks stockpiled at various

quarries and at railroad shipping points, awaiting buyers. Sonoma County

quarries east of Santa Rosa were able to continue operating; however, so

that in 1916 the State Bureau of Mines reported that these quarries

produced more paving blocks than any other county in the state that

year
j6 At | eagt some j oca | s ime quarries were able to stay in business

through the 1920s, for the 1929 Report of the State Mineralogist noted

that the demand for paving blocks was decreasing, owing to the

introduction of asphalt and bituminous rock pavement.^''

The once thriving paving stone quarries east of Santa Rosa became

overgrown with lichen, mosses and poison oak vines, as the demand for

their products declined in the face of the development of concrete for
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buildings and asphalt paving for streets and roads. Much of the land upon

which the former McDonald, Wymore, and Hutchinson Quarries were

located is now open to public access in the forms of Howarth Park

(owned and operated by the City of Santa Rosa), Spring Lake Park (owned

and operated by the Sonoma County Water Agency) and Annadel State

Park (operated by the State Department of Parks and Recreation). [See

Appendix, Maps 1-5] How ironic it is that the very areas where so many

blocks came from for the paving of roads and streets are now protected

from being paved over themselves. It is the sincere hope of the author

that these cultural resources that are so much a part of the local history

will be maintained and protected for the enjoyment and appreciation of

future generations of Sonoma County residents and visitors.

FINIS
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APPENDIX:

Areas for future research

There are important areas of inquiry still to be consulted to fully

document ownership patterns of land acquisition, exchange and use in

these quarry areas east of Santa Rosa in the Los Guilicos and Rincon Valley

areas. The Sonoma County Recorder's Office grant deed books will be a

useful source for this. Another important primary source for compiling

such a history—the 19th and early 20th century Sonoma County Recorder's

Office Mining Locations books--(which contained legal boundary

descriptions and mine and operator names and dates for Sonoma County

mining operations) was destroyed by fire in 1 9 1 5 58 A primary source

still available which may contain relevant information to this inquiry are

the Public Utilities Commission records stored at the State Archives in

Sacramento. Since the Santa Rosa and Carquinez Railroad line was so

intensely utilized by the late 19th and early 20th century quarry operators

in this area, these PUC records may contain survey plat maps and other

primary documents related to the railroad which will help fill in some of

the data gaps in the historical record. As McGuire noted in her 1981

historical study of Annadel State Park, the transcript of Land Case

94 ND (Los Guilicos) which she consulted in her research for that report

indicates that a second U.S. survey of Los Guilicos Rancho took place in

1865. Government Land Office Plat maps on file at the Northwest

Information Center (at the Anthropological Studies Center, SSU) as well as

the field notes and survey plat map from this survey which are housed at

the Bureau of Land Management offices in Sacramento should be reviewed

for possible descriptions of buildings and other historic features. One

other known group of primary sources yet to be reviewed is the 19th

century Sonoma County court cases housed at the State Archives In
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Figure 1. Location of Annadel State Park and distribution of Sonoma Volcanics (stippled).

Modified from Koenig. 1963.

)

Source: Chris Higgins, "The Geology of Annadel State Park,"
California Geology , Vol.36 No. 11, p. 235.

(1983)



MAP 7
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Hap <»r the North Bay area taken from a Southern Pacific map of its Western

Division. It show's the now-gone short cuts between Wingo on the North-

western Pacific and Kamal and between Ruchli and Union which were used _ by

the short-] ived service by Southern Pacific train from SausaUto to Calis-

toga over the Northwestern Pacific between Sausalito and Wingo.

Map of Southern Pacific's Santa Rosa and Carquinez Railroad

line through the Sonoma and:. Los Guilicos Valleys to

Santa Rosa.

Source: Robert D. Parmelee, "Santa Rosa and Carquinez Railroad

Southern Pacific Sonoma Valley Branch," The

Western Railroader , (1963) Vol. 26 No. 10, p. 2.
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